Introduction
Airborne odourants distribute in turbulent odour plumes that fluctuate at multiple temporal scales, spanning from milliseconds to minutes (Murlis et al., 1992; Riffell et al., 2009 ).
In a natural environment the odour plumes of a variety of odour sources intermingle. In order to form a meaningful per ception of the olfactory landscape, animals need to segregate concurrent odours from independent sources within this mixture. Generally, odourants that are emitted together from one odour source will travel together in the same odour filaments while compounds emitted from other sources will arrive in separate filaments at the sensory organs. The temporal relationships between odourant stimulus onsets thus contains information about whether the odourants belong to the same or a different odour source (Hopfield, 1991) . Insects possess a remarkable ability to segregate odour ants from different sources based on the exact timing of the onset of concurrent odour stimuli. In honeybees, a 6 millisecond temporal difference in stimulus onset is suffi cient to segregate an odour object from amixture (Szyszka et al., 2012) . Moth and beetles can distinguish blends of attractive pheromones with antagonistic odours in which the components arrive at the same time (synchronous mix ture), from blends of the same substances where the compo nents arrive with temporal differences (asynchronous mixture): In asynchronous mixtures the antagonistic effect of the additional odour becomes weaker as soon as the arrival of the mixture components is separated by only one or a few milliseconds (Baker et al., 1998; Andersson et al., 2011) .
Two previous studies, in locusts and honeybees, have shown that central olfactory neurons are sensitive to odour onset asynchrony: their responses to mixtures partly match those evoked by the individual components if the onsets of the stimuli differ (Broome et al., 2006; Stierle et al., 2013) . In particular, differences in responses were found in the projection neurons (PNs) of the antennal lobe (AL), the first relay of olfactory information in the insect brain. The AL is subdivided into smaller spherical areas called glomeruli. In Drosophila, olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) with the same receptor protein converge onto the same glomerulus, and thus provide every glomerulus with a distinct response profile (Vosshall et al., 2000) . We will here assume the same connectivity pattern for the bee. Within the AL, a network of intra and inter glomerular inhibitory local neurons (LNs) and excitatory local neurons has been found to be involved in odour processing in the fly (Olsen et al., 2007; Shang et al., 2007; Silbering and Galizia, 2007; Silbering et al., 2008) and the bee (Sachse and Galizia, 2002) . It is however currently unknown how the AL network contributes to odour segrega tion based on millisecond stimulus onset asynchrony. In this paper we investigate the hypothesis that the network of inhibitory LNs in the AL could aid distinguishing asynchro nous mixtures and synchronous mixtures of odours. The fundamental idea can be thought of as a symmetry breaking effect of a winner take all LN network: Assuming that for two given odourants A and B there are two different response patterns in ORNs and hence two different "winning" activity patterns in the network of LNs, say LN A and LN B , and potentially a third pattern for the synchronous mixture AB of A and B, say LN AB . Then, if an asynchronous mixture A t B of A, t ms delay, then B arrives at the antenna, the initial activation by odourant A will activate pattern LN A , which will inhibit other LN activity patterns, such that when odourant B arrives, the pattern LN A remains active and the response appears different from the response to the synchronous mixture AB where pattern LN AB is active. The same reasoning applies to the asynchronous mixture B t A.
We test our hypothesis in a detailed model of the honey bee AL, using a large data set from the literature (Ditzen, 2005; Strauch et al., 2012) to calibrate the responses to 16 odourants that we then use to make predictions for the responses to their synchronous and asynchronous mixtures.
Methods
In this paper we investigate a model of the honeybee early olfactory pathway. We implemented the model using the typical rules for the olfactory system: Each ORN expresses only one type of receptor and ORNs of the same type connect to the same glomerulus. The detailed connectivity of the model is given below. In order to obtain realistic receptor responses to mixtures, we implemented a rate description of binding, unbinding, activation and inactivation of receptors which implements a syntopic mixture model that has been found to be accurate for many observations in bee olfaction (Münch et al., 2013) . We then generate Poisson spike trains from the receptor activation data to take account of the known unreliability of ORNs. The output of the ORN popula tion feeds into an AL model of PNs and LNS implemented with Hodgkin Huxley type conductance based neuron mod els which were tuned to reproduce the electrophysiological data obtained in honeybees (Krofczik et al., 2008) . One of the larger unknowns in the model are the activation of different receptor types in response to different odours. To obtain an estimate of the binding and activation rates, we used an indirect parameter estimation that matched the activation patterns of the AL to experimental data (Ditzen, 2005) by adjusting the activation rates on the level of the receptors (see "Bootstrapping" below). In order to relate our spiking neuronal network output to the experimental data from calcium imaging experiments, we employed spike density functions (SDFs). We then used correlation analysis of glo merular activation patterns in terms of averaged SDFs of PNs to analyse the simulation results with respect to the question of odour segregation. The details of each of the model elements and analysis methods are explained in the following sub sections.
Spike density functions
We used SDFs as a proxy of the Ca 2+ signal observed in experiments. SDFs were calculated by convolving the spike trains with the asymmetric kernel:
wheret ¼ t t spike þ τ, so that the maximum of k is situated at the occurrence of the spike, t spike . The timescale of the kernel was chosen as τ ¼ 50 ms.
Olfactory receptors
We describe olfactory transduction in ORNs as odourant binding and unbinding at olfactory receptors comprising a set of reactions from unbound receptors R to bound receptor odourant complexes R i to activated bound complexes R n i , where i¼ A, B, … labels the different odourants. For odourants A, B, … present at a population of receptors we have the corresponding rate equations:
for each odourant i and
for the free receptor, where OD¼ {A, B, …} denotes the set of odourants that are present. The lower case variables r, r i , and r For a single odourant A and in steady state, the above equations lead to Hill activation functions for odour respon ses as a function of odour concentration (Rospars et al., 2008) .
Assuming this underlying model for the odourant recep tors and using the calcium imaging data of odour responses to odourant concentration series published in Ditzen (2005) , we fit the rate constants k , 10 −2 and 10 −1 dilution. The resulting parameter estimates disregard any transmission or network effects in the antennal lobe by equating average PN activity (measured by Ca 2+ imaging) with the activation level of the corresponding receptor type and are hence likely not very accurate. They provide us, however, with a starting point from which we can bootstrap our simulations to iteratively approximate the biological system better.
Bootstrapping
Using the initial guesses for the activation curves of receptor types for each of the 16 used odourants, we generate the network output in a forward simulation of the system (see "Network model" and "Simulation"). We interpret the spike density function averaged over the population of PNs in each glomerulus as a proxy for the Ca 2+ activation of the glomer ulus observed in experiments. We then compare the activity levels observed in the model with the target values from the experimental data and adjust the target activation of the corresponding receptor types proportionally to this mis match. We re fit the rate parameters of the binding reactions to these adjusted activation levels as described in "Receptor model" above and re iterate the process of simulation and re fitting until a satisfactory match between model PN SDFs and experimental Ca 2+ activation was found.
We observed that there were many different sets of kinematic parameters that were similarly good for reprodu cing the data, i.e. there are many local minima in the fitness landscape of this optimisation problem. We eventually chose one set of parameters as the best fit and performed most of the numerical work with this set. As a simple control we then repeated parts of the numerical experiments with a different, similarly good parameter set and compared the observations in both cases (see Results section).
The indirect estimation of the rate parameters of receptor dynamics used here is only meaningful as an estimate of the ratio of binding and unbinding and activation and inactiva tion rates, as we are approximating the Hill curve of steady state activation that depends only on those ratios (Rospars et al., 2008) . However, with this caveat in mind we believe that the approach is meaningful even though the receptor kinetics are on a much faster timescale than the experimental Ca 2+ data used to constrain them.
Olfactory receptor neurons
To generate realistic spiking olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) we translate the fraction of activated receptors into the spike rate of a Poisson process using an appropriate rescaling factor:
where λ max ¼ 0:0625 kHz and ρ describes a process of spike rate adaptation, i.e., a gradual decrease of the ORN spike rate over the duration of a stimulus. The dynamics of ρ are described by
where the rate constants of adaptation and recovery are α sra ¼ 0:004 kHz and β sra ¼ 0:002 kHz. This implements dynamics in which ρ is driven to 0 for large spiking frequen cies λ, hence effectively reducing λ, and recovers back to 1 when λ is small and hence the second term dominates. In practice the Poisson process with λ is approximated neglecting the probability for more than one spike in each (small) integration time step and thus using
for the probability of a spike to occur within an integration time step Δt. Spikes have a nominal width of one time step or 1 μs, whichever is longer and are refractory for another μs. Note that these values are only of technical relevance for the simulation as the synapse model does not depend on the spike width and the spike rates of the ORNs are sufficiently low so that a spike occurrence within the timescale of the refractory period has practically probability 0. The ORNs have a baseline firing rate of 0.2 Hz in absence of any stimulation.
Projection and local neurons
The PNs and LNs are described by a Hodgkin Huxley model Nowotny and Rabinovich, 2007) modified from Traub and Miles (1991) and the LNs addition ally exhibit spike rate adaptation (Krofczik et al., 2008) , as in Buckley and Nowotny (2011) implemented by an M type current:
where I i, DC is a constant bias current regulating the intrinsic excitability of neurons. The leak current is I L ¼ g L (V i E L ) and the ionic currents I Na and I K are described by I Na ðtÞ ¼ g Na m i ðtÞ 3 h i ðtÞðV i ðtÞ E Na Þ 2001), both with respect to their anatomy (uni glomerular, inter glomerular, multi glomerular) and their transmitters (GABA A , GABA B , histamine, glutamate/chloride,…), see Galizia (2008) for review. Furthermore, recent work in Droso phila has also discovered excitatory local neurons (Olsen et al., 2007) that form gap junctions within the AL (Huang et al., 2010; Yaksi and Wilson, 2010 ). In the model presented here we only model multi glomerular inhibitory LNs which are assumed to form GABA A synapses throughout the entire AL. This choice was guided by our hypothesis of a winner take all LN network. The exact number of such neurons is not known and for simplicity we hence only modelled the minimally necessary number of one for each glomerulus that will support our hypothesised WTA network. We have shown in previous work (Zavada et al., 2011 ) that in terms of modelling, extending the WTA network to groups of LNs for each glomerulus is unproblematic and leads to comparable results. Synaptic conductances were g syn ¼ 0.48 nS for ORN to PN connections and g syn ¼0.16 nS for ORN to LN connections. The LNs inhibit all other LNs with g syn ¼ 150 nS and the PNs of all glomeruli, including their own, with η ij g syn ¼ 22 nS. The scaling η ij for the strength of inhibition from the LN of glomerulus j onto the PNs of glomerulus i are given by the Pearson correlation coefficient of the activity of the two glomeruli in response to 16 odourants as observed in the experimental data of Ditzen (2005) . The use of correlation dependent connectivity was motivated by the work of Linster et al. (2005) that has demonstrated that the amplitude of lateral interactions within the AL are governed more by corre lations of glomerular activation patterns than by anatomical proximity of the glomeruli. An additional reason for this choice over homogeneous strength of inhibition was our hypothesis that different active LNs should lead to different PN activation patterns. This would not be the case if all LNs exerted the same pattern of inhibition onto the LN population.
In our practical model implementation the 600 ORNs projecting to each glomerulus are simulated by 15 "com pound ORNs" with 40 fold higher firing rates hence exploiting the additivity of Poisson processes for obtaining more effi cient simulations.
Simulation
The model was simulated with custom C++ code which is published along with the paper at modelDB 〈http://www.senselab.med.yale.edu/modeldb/〉. We used a 6/ 5 order variable time step Runge Kutta algorithm with max imal time step of 0.1 ms to integrate the equations.
Data analysis
Data from the simulations was analysed in custom C++ software and Matlab (Mathworks Inc.) scripts.
As will become clear in the results section below, the direct inspection of glomerular activity in terms of the averaged SDF of the PNs of each glomerulus allows only limited insights into the meaning of the observed activity patterns. In order to elucidate the relevance of the activity patterns, we used correlation analysis and principle compo nent analysis (PCA).
We first analysed individual trials with different stimulus conditions in correlation maps, where we plot the correlation between each glomerular activation pattern over time with the activation pattern in response to the same or other stimuli at all other times. This illustrates the similarity of individual responses to different stimulus conditions, e.g. the similarity of the response to a single odour with the response to a mixture stimulus, and in a fully time resolved manner.
However, to provide an overview of how similar the response to any given stimulus is to the typical response to a single odour or the typical response to the synchronous mixture, we investigated the average correlation of the response of interest with "response templates". The response templates were calculated from the response to each of the single odours and to the synchronous mixture. To form a response template, we averaged the SDF of all 5 PNs in each glomerulus in the time window 100 200 ms after stimulus onset. This provides a 30 dimensional vector of the typical activation levels of the 30 modelled glomeruli which then is correlated with the instantaneous response vectors in response to other stimuli. In the results we report the observed correlations between templates and responses averaged over 10 independent trials.
Finally, in order to provide an illustration of the relation ship between the responses to different stimuli independent of correlations (and the involved normalisation of responses) we also calculated a PCA reduction of the 30 dimension PN activity space. These PCA plots in Fig. 7 are produced by using the Matlab princomp function on SDF data that was averaged for all 5 PNs in each glomerulus. We used the first 200 ms of the response to all conditions for calculating principal com ponents. We then applied rotatefactors to implement a Varimax rotation. The entire response trajectories and the template vectors (large round markers in Fig. 7) were subse quently transformed into the resulting PCA coordinates.
Results

AL response patterns in response to single odours
The first goal of the model was to reproduce the observed glomerular response patterns in the AL using a realistic olfactory receptor model. We used reaction rate equations for the binding and unbinding of odourants at the receptors (see Methods) and adjusted the rate constants in the equa tions iteratively in order to match the average spike density function (SDF) of PNs in the model to the experimentally observed Ca 2+ activation patterns (Ditzen, 2005) . Fig. 2 illus trates the achieved correspondence between experimental and modelling data for the odourant 1 hexanol. The complete data that was used to reproduce realistic glomerular activa tion patterns and the resulting matching model data are shown in the supplementary text. The odourants 1 hexanol (subsequently referred to as H) and 1 nonanol (subsequently referred to as N) have previously been used in behaviouraland physiological experiments on asynchronous mixture coding in honeybees (Szyszka et al., 2012; Stierle et al., 2013) . The increased for the longer delay as evidenced by the smaller standard deviations of the responses.
Correlations between response patterns
To quantify our observations and determine how responses relate to each other, in particular when allowing for an overall scaling of the response amplitude, we performed two types of correlation analysis. We first calculated the full delayed auto and cross correlation matrices between responses (Figs. 4A F and 5) in a single trial. Then, for an overall assessment of response similarities we calculated correlation functions between responses and typical res ponse templates (Figs. 4G and 6, see Methods for details). The auto correlations of responses to H, N and HN (Fig. 4A,  D,F) show that the response patterns are stable, i.e. highly correlated with themselves throughout the stimulation and for an additional 100 200 ms after stimulus offset. The latter effect is likely caused by the asymmetric SDF kernel (see Methods) that will "smear out" responses beyond their offset. The response to H lingers somewhat longer after stimulus offset and then the correlations rapidly decline, while the transition is a little earlier but more gradual for N and HN. Furthermore, both N and HN exhibit a marked post odour response (Fig. 4D,F arrowheads) which is stable for about 300 ms and not particularly similar in its response pattern to the initial responses. The cross correlation map between N and HN indicates that this after response is highly correlated for the response to N and the response to HN. During the initial main response, the HN responses are first briefly more similar to the N response, then slightly more similar to the H response. It is only in the after response, that the HN response becomes very correlated with the N response.
We observe consistent effects in the template analysis (Fig. 4G) . The responses to H, N and the synchronous mixture HN are very strongly correlated to their own response tem plate throughout the response. Furthermore, the next highest correlations are between the single odourant templates and the synchronous mixture response, with the lowest correla tions between the H and N responses, confirming the impres sion from comparing Fig. 4B C and E. We note that during most of the response the synchronous mixture appears to be equally similar to the N template and the H template.
In the cross correlations of response patterns to responses evoked by asynchronous mixtures (Fig. 5) the effect of the LN network becomes apparent. The response to the asynchro nous mixture H 6 N appears to be most similar to the N response for the whole duration of the stimulus (Fig. 5B) and to a lesser degree similar to the HN response (Fig. 5C ). And it is similarly correlated to the off responses to N and HN. The . We plotted the average spike density function observed in 10 independent trials plus/minus one standard deviation. The coloured patches of non-zero standard deviation indicate that in some trials by chance the winning LN is different. This is particularly true for the 6 ms delays. All other LNs that are not shown here are essentially silent due to the lateral inhibition between LNs.
activity pattern that is not elicited by H. For example, due to the choice of correlation based connectivity, the inhibition of the H specific LN 28 onto the most activated glomerulus for H, also glomerulus 28, is strong. This will attenuate the activation of glomerulus 28 whenever LN 28 is active which can actually make an activity pattern look less H like. For the N 6 H response the situation is slightly different (Fig. 5D F) . Here, as we know already, the activated LN is LN 33 , i.e. the N and HN activated LN. Accordingly, as for almost the entire stimulus H and N are present and the HN specific LN is on, N 6 H is most correlated with the HN response and less so with the N or the H responses. The same is observed in the average correlations to response templates (Fig. 6B) . Interestingly, between the correlations to the H and N responses, N 6 H seems to first correlate a bit stronger to the N response, and then to the H response. In the post odour response N 6 H is again more N like than H like, but clearly also HN like. 
Dependence on the choice of OR kinetics
The results reported in the previous section may depend on the particular receptor kinetics that we derived through our bootstrapping procedure from single odour responses observed in Ca 2+ imaging data. As we have discussed in
Methods, the receptor kinetics that best fit the data are only loosely constrained such that there are many similarly good fits. As a simple control for whether our results hold more generally, we repeated the simulations of H, N, HN, H t N, and N t H mixtures with a different set of the receptor kinetic parameters that was of a similar quality as our original set used throughout this paper. We found that the results were essentially identical with only small differences in the corre lation values (see Supplementary Fig. S3 ). conditions during the time where both odour components are present.
Discussion
Behavioural experiments in bees have shown that synchro nous binary odour mixtures can be processed in a synthetic way, i.e. they have a perceptive quality that is to some degree different from their components (Chandra and Smith, 1998; Smith, 1998; Deisig et al., 2003; Lachnit et al., 2004; Gerber and Ullrich, 1999) . However, stimulus onset asynchrony of only 6 ms between two components of a binary mixture enables bees todistinguish the asynchronous mixture from the syn chronous mixture and to better segregate components from the mixture (Szyszka et al., 2012) . If conditioned to respond to H or N, they subsequently show a higher probability to respond to the asynchronous mixtures H 6 N and N 6 H than to the synchronous mixture HN (Szyszka et al., 2012) . Consistent with this observation, the PN responses in the AL, as seen in calcium imaging (Stierle et al., 2013) , are sensitive to millisecond stimulus asynchrony. These observations do, however, not fully explain the symmetric behavioural data as asynchronous mixtures always appear to be dominated by one of the component odours in the physiological data. Here we set out to offer a possible explanation for PN sensitivity to millisecond onset asynchrony between odourants using computational modelling. Given the short timescale of 6 ms of the minimal necessary odour onset delay, compared to the ms timescale of spikes, several ms timescale of synaptic transmissions and 5 ms timescale of minimal observed inter spike intervals, it seems very unlikely that any behavioural relevant activity could be processed within the 6 ms where only a single odourant is present. Moreover, behavioural studies showed that odour sampling times shorter than 500 ms reduce honeybees ability to recognise and discrimi nate odours (Wright et al., 2009; Fernndez et al., 2009 ). Rather, we hypothesised, the short time t where the stimulus is different between H t N and HN or N t H and HN must lead to a more prolonged change in the evoked activity during the remaining stimulation which then can be exploited beha viourally. In the model this effect persists for the entire period in which both H and N stimuli are present, i.e. for 794 ms (for the 6 ms delay) and 600 ms (for the 200 ms delay).
A similar effect has been demonstrated in the auditory system of humans, where a tone that is added to a mixture of tones is perceived as separate if its onset is delayed, while it is perceived as part of the overall tone if its onset is synchronous (Lipp et al., 2010) . In this analogue of asynchro nous sound mixtures, the perception of the separate tone also persists throughout the stimulus. If, as we hypothesised and as our model suggests, the response pattern to an asynchronous odour mixture in the AL of honeybees remains different throughout the stimulus duration, the difference could be significant enough to be exploited behaviourally.
Attractor network of LNs
We have put forward an attractor network of local neurons as a candidate mechanism for achieving a prolonged change of the evoked activity in response to an asynchronous stimulus. In particular, we have investigated a model in which the local neurons in the antennal lobe form a WTA competitive inhibitory network. When stimulated by an odourant the most excited LN will commence to fire first and with the highest rate and through lateral wide field inhibitory connec tions suppresses the activity in all other LNs. This condition will remain stable (an attractor) until the stimulus changes drastically enough for a different LN to escape inhibition and be the "winner" or until the stimulus subsides and the LNs fall silent. Our simulations demonstrate that under realistic assump tions (amplitude and type of noise in ORNs, number of ORNs, and the resulting convergence ratio of 600:1 of ORNs to LNs), the circuit will rather reliably activate odour specific "winner" LNs in good agreement with the results of Zavada et al. (2011) . Furthermore, we observed that a delay of only 6 ms in an asynchronous mixture was sufficient to reliably activate the winning LN of the leading odourant and the activation of this LN persisted for the duration of the stimulus (see Fig. 3 ). It is noteworthy that smaller convergence ratios do not allow this mechanism to be sufficiently reliable down to such short delays (data not shown).
LN network connectivity
The LNs in the AL inhibit the PNs in a pattern that has been shown to likely be related to the correlations between glomerular activations (Linster et al., 2005) . Here, we have incorporated this into the model by choosing the maximal inhibitory conductance of LN PN synapses proportional to the correlation between the activation of the corresponding glomeruli as observed in the Ditzen data set (Ditzen, 2005) (see Methods). Accordingly, the pattern of inhibition exerted by the LNs onto the PNs in the AL is different for each LN, such that a different winning LN will lead to a different modification of the overall excitation pattern of PNs in the AL. It is this effect that generates the different activation patterns in response to asynchronous mixtures and, as we hypothesis, the ability to distinguish them from each other and the synchronous mixture. Whether the particular connectivity pattern based on correlations of glomerular activation used in this study is the most effective for separating the responses to asynchronous mixtures is an open question that can be addressed in the model but necessitates extensive numer ical exploration including repeated costly bootstrapping of receptor response profiles. We will address this question elsewhere.
Different effects for different mixture components
In the example of H and N used in the behavioural and physiological experiments (Szyszka et al., 2012; Stierle et al., 2013) , and used for comparison throughout this paper, the winning LNs for H (LN in glomerulus 28) and N (LN in glomerulus 33) differ, but the winning LN for the synchronous mixture HN is the same as the winning LN for N. Therefore, the asynchronous mixture H t N, which will activate LN 28 , has a markedly different activation patterns than HN, while the N t H pattern has the same winning LN 33 as HN and hence looks very similar to the HN pattern during the time where both odourants are present in the mixture. In this example of H and N, hence, the symmetry breaking effect of the LN network is effective for H t N mixtures but less so for N t H mixtures. From our overall scan of all possible odour pairings within the odourant set of 16 odours available to us, this situation seems typical (Fig. 8) . We see that in many of the cases where there is a change in similarity away from the synchronous mixture, it is only for one of the odourants. Interestingly, this odourant does not need to be the leading odourant in the asynchronous mixture. Already in our main H and N example, the asynchronous H t N mixtures are more similar to N in the main response window than they are to H. At first this may seem surprising because it is the H specific LN 28 which wins (see Fig. 3 ). However, on closer inspection it is clear that the response pattern of PNs depends on many factors, not only the currently active LN. First of all, the PN response pattern is determined by the ORN responses to the mixture. These are described with our syntopic mixture model which is known to reproduce non trivial mixture interactions on the receptor level (Rospars et al., 2008; Münch et al., 2013) . Then, this ORN activation pattern is modified by the PN response characteristics and eventually the inhibition from the currently active LN 28 . It is by no means clear that the inhibition pattern of the H specific LN 28 will render a mixture response to look more like an H response. On the contrary, because the assumed correlation dependent inhibition pattern includes considerable self inhibition of the most active glomerulus 28 one can expect at least the response of this glomerulus to be suppressed and the PN activation pattern therefore to be less H like because of it.
In the overall picture of all odour pairs we observe that there are odour pairings like H and N where the asynchro nous mixture is more similar to the trailing odourant. But there are also examples other than H and N where the similarity of the asynchronous mixture is increased towards the leading odourant. Furthermore, there are a few exam ples, even though a minority, where the asynchronous mixture is more similar to both of the components than to the synchronous mixture (Fig. 8, white boxes) . Therefore, the WTA dynamics in the LN network does not necessarily segregate the first odour to arrive, but in a network model based on real physiological data only takes effect for some specific odours (Fig. 8) . Thus, the network connectivity in the AL favours some odours against others, a property that will benefit the animal if these odours are of greater ecological significance.
For larger delays we find that, as expected, the response first looks like the response to the leading odourant alone, then similar to an asynchronous mixture response with the features just described, and then similar to the response to the trailing odourant alone. In asynchronous mixtures with such long delay the bees would likely be able to recognise the components in the asynchronous mixture, independent of the hypothesised mechanism of the LN network activity.
Comparison to physiological data
In a companion work (Stierle et al., 2013) we have performed optical recordings using Ca 2+ dyes in the AL of bees and analysed the similarity between PN response patterns to H, N, HN, H t N and N t H stimuli directly. Like in the model we found that one asynchronous mixture is more similar to one of the odourants and the reverse order asynchronous mixture is most similar to the synchronous mixture. This is consis tent with the effect of having two distinct winning LNs of which one is shared by the synchronous mixture and one of the components. Interestingly, however, the roles of H and N appear to be reversed in the experiments compared to the model. In the experimental observations the H t N mixtures are more similar to H whereas they are more similar to N in the model. The N t H mixture, however, is most similar to the synchronous mixture HN in both. One possible explanation for the partial mismatch of model predictions and experi mental observations is that the model was based on a different experimental data set and hence that the responses to H and N were not fully consistent with the newer data.
Reason for the experimental variability could be differences in the dye (Oregon Green versus Fura 2), staining method (dye injection between the mushroom body calyces versus laterally to the alpha lobes), in the temperature (28 1C versus room temperature) and in the dynamics and concentration of the odour stimuli. Another source of inconsistency between the model and the imaging data can be the employed mixture model. While recent work (Münch et al., 2013) has demonstrated that syntopic mixture models (Rospars et al., 2008) are highly successful in predicting the interaction of odourants at recep tors, it is well known that additional interactions between odourants can occur on the receptor or neuron level (Nikonov and Leal, 2002; Hillier and Vickers, 2011; Su et al., 2012) . Inaccuracies in the model predictions for the synchronous and asynchronous mixture responses based on mixture interactions not captured by our syntopic mixture model could easily lead to a change in the dominance of any of the components in the mixture and hence the slightly different results.
Furthermore, as discussed above, the assumed connectiv ity of LNs onto PNs was based on previous observations of a numerical analysis of the interactions of glomeruli as observed in imaging data (Linster et al., 2005) but has by no means been established as the ground truth for the AL of the bee. The pattern of LN inhibition onto PNs plays an important role in determining the PN activation pattern and hence the details of the similarity of asynchronous mixtures to either of their components. We also have neglected LNs other than homogeneous GABAergic wide field LNs which provide inhi bition across the whole AL (see Methods). Other LN types could well play a role in shaping the exact response pattern of PNs as well.
Summarising this part, we believe that we have con structed a model to the best of our current knowledge of the bee olfactory system although we had to incorporate quite a few assumptions. The model is consistent with the principal findings in physiological experiments (Stierle et al., 2013) and although it fails when making more detailed predictions, we see it as a good starting point for further investigations. Based on this model and its rooting in experi mental data we can make concrete predictions that can be compared to experiments; if the predictions fail, like for aspects of the H and N dominance discussed here, this information can be used to construct future refined models that approximate the system increasingly well.For example, future models could be calibrated on a single consistent data set for single odours and mixtures rather than on the two partially inconsistent experimental data sets of Ditzen, 2005 and Stierle et al., 2013 used here. Further refinements could also come from fitting the connectivity within the AL to reproduce synchronous mixture responses rather than assuming the correlation based connectivity used here and predicting such responses from single odourant data.
Predicted effect of blocking inhibition
Based on our model we can make the prediction that block ing inhibition in the AL should remove the odour segregation ability of bees for asynchronous mixtures with short delays while leaving the ability intact of distinguishing mixtures with longer delays from synchronous mixtures. To test this hypoth esis in the model, we simulated the removal of inhibition by setting the synaptic conductance of LN to PN connections to 0. As expected, the responses to H 6 N and N 6 H are now virtually indistinguishable from the synchronous mixture response ( Supplementary Fig. S4 ) and when analysing the similarity to H and N response templates, they only differ in that H 6 N is a little more similar to the H template and N 6 H is a little more similar to the N template for a very short time at stimulus onset (arrowheads in Supplementary Fig. S4 ). For longer delays of 200 ms, however, the initial similarity to the leading odour and the similarity to the trailing odour at stimulus offset are clearly visible independent of the presence of inhibition (compare Figs. 6 and S). Based on our simulations and the analysis with response templates as in Figs. 6 and S4, the boundary between short and long delay mixtures, when a visible correlation to the leading odour appears to become more pronounced in the initial response, is around 20 ms delay (data not shown). In earlier work on learning odour recognition in insects (Huerta et al., 2004; Nowotny et al., 2005; Huerta and Nowotny, 2009) we have suggested and successfully employed the idea that odour patterns are processed within discrete 50 ms "snapshots" in the mushroom bodies and higher brain areas in the insect brain. Under that hypothesis, asynchronous mixtures of less than 50 ms onset delay would depend on the LN network activity to disambiguate between asynchronous and synchronous mixtures, pushing the predicted onset delays where asynchronous mixture recognition becomes inhibition independent to at least 50 ms.
Conclusions
Our model has demonstrated that under reasonable assump tions, a WTA inhibitory LN network can lead to a symmetry breaking effect where the response to an asynchronous mixture is noticeably different from the response to the synchronous mixture for an extended period beyond the timescale of the odour onset delay. This effect can prevail down to 6 ms delays and offers a possible explanation for the ability of the insect olfactory system to distinguish asyn chronous mixtures with very short delays.
